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In the ctDNA detection assay workflow, PCR
amplification is often performed in multiple steps
regardless of whether the detection method is
NGS, qPCR or other technology, hence cleanup
after PCR reaction is a critical step that will
impact the detection sensitivity and accuracy.
NVIGEN MagVigenTM Easy DNA Selection Kit has
been widely applied to achieve consistent high
quality NGS libraries in a variety of applications
including cfDNA diagnostics.

Elute cfDNA with Elution buffer

Figure 1: High Yield cfDNA Extraction with NVIGEN MagVigenTM cfDNA Kit

Figure 4: Cleaner NGS Library Using
NVIGEN MagVigenTM Easy DNA Select Kit
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Abstract
Circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) is a promising
biomarker
for
noninvasive
diagnostic,
prognostic, and follow-up tests for certain
cancer and disease states. In the cell free DNA
(cfDNA) isolated from plasma, ctDNA only
comprises a small fraction, hence efficient
isolation of cfDNA is necessary to capture rare
mutations of ctDNA which have been
associated with early detection of treatment
response and disease relapse in multiple
cancers. The concentration of cfDNA in
human plasma can range from 1-100ng/ml
and varies considerably among different
individuals. There are wide variations in the
reported levels of cfDNA, associated with
different methods, reagents and devices used
to collect, process and analyze blood
samples. We have developed a magnetic
nanobead based cfDNA extraction approach
for highly sensitive liquid biopsy assays. Our
technology offers a higher yield and better
quality of cfDNA compared to others on the
market. NVIGEN’s magnetic nanobeads
technology
can
easily
integrate
with
automation to improve the consistency of
sample preparation and lower the cost of
subsequent assays.
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In the comparison study in cfDNA extraction from the same plasma, NVIGEN
MagVigenTM cfDNA kit provided much higher capture yield than company Q’s ccfDNA
mini kit.
Left: cfDNA extraction from 2mL of plasma, the average yield of NVIGEN’s kit is 20.3 ng,
while the average yield of Company Q’s kit is 15.3ng for the same plasma.
Right: The isolated cfDNA were eluted with 20 ul of elution buffer in both cases and 1 ul
of cfDNA from each process was checked with an Agilent Bioanalyzer.
qPCR on Actin gave Ct of 23.8 for cfDNA extracted with NVIGEN Kit and 24.6 for cfDNA
extracted with Company Q kit, confirming higher yield of NVIGEN cfDNA extraction kit.

NVIGEN MagVigen TM EASY DNA Size Selection Kit
(K61001-EASY) outperforms conventional brand
products for strongly contaminated NGS DNA library
sample (adapter dimer ratio 224%). After clean-up,
adapter dimer over library is less than 3% using
NVIGEN MagVigen TM (passes quality control) vs. more
than 6% using Ampure XP (fails QC).
NVIGEN
MagVigen TM Easy DNA Select product is ideal for
DNA fragments size selection, PCR and NGS library
clean up.

Figure 2: Excellent Scalability of cfDNA Extraction with NVIGEN MagVigenTM cfDNA Kit Highly Sensitive and Accurate ctDNA
Diagnostics Using NVIGEN cfDNA Extraction
and Sequence Specific Target Enrichment
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Liquid biopsy is the analysis of non-solid biological
samples, primarily blood. Compared to traditional
biopsies, liquid biopsy is a relatively non-invasive
procedure that has become the focus for
developing next-generation diagnostic and
monitoring tools for diseases, for example cancer.
Among all the biomarkers in blood, ctDNA has
gained great significance as a biomarker for
cancer monitoring and diagnosis, after they are
released into the bloodstream by delocalized
tumor cells. ctDNA-based assay offers several
advantages such as easy sample access,
allowing comprehensive genetic profiling, and
being a more accurate representation of tumor
heterogeneity and burden. Since the quantity of
cfDNA in the blood is very low, and the VAF of
ctDNA may be as low as 0.1% or 0.01%. To
achieve high sensitivity and accuracy of ctDNA
based detection assays, the quality and quantity
of isolated cfDNA are the keys to success.

Bioanalyzer profile of NGS libraries of cfDNA extracted from different plasma volume

Figure 3: Excellent Quality of cfDNA Extraction with NVIGEN MagVigenTM cfDNA Kit
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qPCR detection
Detect 0.1% mutants vs. wildtype; 7 copies in
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Sensitive Marker X mutation detection aid breast
cancer treatment selection and monitoring
Similar results also apply to targeted NGS assay
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With years of R&D work in the nanobio field, we at
NVIGEN have developed molecularly engineered
magnetic nanobead technology tailored for
efficient cfDNA extraction. Our magnetic
nanobeads are also engineered with superior
performance in downstream library sizing, PCR
cleanup, and target enrichment assays to help
achieve ultimate sensitivity in ctDNA detection.
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Left: Captured cfDNA was quantified by pico-green analysis. There batches of K3 EDTA plasma
samples were used. For each plasma set, the yield of cfDNA increases in proportion to
the volume of plasma input.
Right: Total cfDNA isolated from different volume of plasma went through the same NGS library
preparation with the same final elution volume after PCR cleanup. The libraries were
analyzed using Bioanalyzer with 1 ul sample from each of the final libraries. The quantity
of each library shown by the bioanalyzer profile corresponds to different quantity of
cfDNA input, except for the 4ml plasma sample which could due to reagent saturation.
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Bioanalyzer profile of NGS libraries of cfDNA extracted using NVIGEN vs. Company Q Kit

A comparison study in cfDNA extraction using the same plasma sample. NVIGEN MagVigen TM
cfDNA kit resulted in much higher cfDNA extraction yield than company Q’s kit.
Left: cfDNA extraction from 4mL of the same plasma. The average yield of NVIGEN kit is 30 ng,
while the average yield of Company Q kit is ~ 10ng.
Right: cfDNA extracted with different kit went through library preparation with the same final
elution volume after PCR clean up. The libraries were analyzed using Bioanalyzer with 1 ul
sample from each of the final libraries. Both libraries gave similar BA profile and higher
library quantity was resulted from the cfDNA eluate using NVIGEN MagVigen TM cfDNA kit.
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